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A drawer is a special type of window that can slide out from one side of a window.

Organization of This Document

This document describes drawers and how they work.

The “Windows” chapter in Aqua Human Interface Guidelines discusses drawers from the point of view of how
they relate to other Mac OS X user interface objects.

These are the concepts covered:

 ■ “About Drawers” (page 9)

 ■ “Positioning and Sizing a Drawer” (page 11)
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NSDrawer is a user interface element that contains and displays view objects including NSTextView,
NSScrollView, NSBrowserView, and other classes that inherit from NSView. A drawer is associated with a
window, called its parent, and can only appear while its parent is visible on screen. A drawer cannot be moved
or ordered independently of a window, but is instead attached to one edge of its parent and moves along
with it. Drawers may be resized, but a drawer can never be larger than its parent. A given window may have
any number of drawers; it is the developer’s responsibility to make sure drawers do not overlap.

A drawer may be either open or closed, or in the process of opening or closing. When a drawer is closed, it
does not appear on screen. A drawer may be opened on a particular edge of its parent depending on, for
instance, the window’s position on screen. Each drawer may also have a preferred edge which is used when
an edge is not specified programmatically. If a closed drawer is told to open without a preferred edge specified,
the drawer attempts to choose an edge on which to open based on the space available to display the drawer
on screen. If you need to ensure that a drawer opens on a specific edge, use openOnEdge:.

The opening and closing of a drawer does not happen instantaneously, so a notification is sent whenever a
drawer has finished opening or closing. A drawer may be told to open or close at any time, with the expectation
that the command will eventually be carried out. If a rapid series of open and close commands is issued, the
last one will override the others and will determine what state the drawer finally ends up in.

A drawer can only be associated with one parent window at a time, but the parent window can be changed
at anytime using setParentWindow: (however, the change is only made when the drawer is closed). Each
drawer has its own keyViewLoop separate from its parent.
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A drawer can be positioned on any edge of its parent window—left, right, bottom, or top. Figure 1 shows a
drawer on the left edge of its parent, and Figure 2 shows a drawer on the bottom edge.

Figure 1 A drawer on the left edge of the parent window
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Figure 2 A drawer on the bottom edge of the parent window
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A drawer has a leading offset and a trailing offset that can be set programmatically. The leading offset is the
distance from the top or left edge of the parent window to the drawer and is set using setLeadingOffset:.
The trailing offset is the distance to the right or bottom edge of the drawer from the right or bottom edge
of the parent window and is set using setTrailingOffset:. The leading and trailing offsets for a drawer
are returned using leadingOffset and trailingOffset, respectively.

The size of the content area of a drawer is set using setContentSize:. In the case of a drawer on the left
or right edge of the parent window, the width of the content view is set according to the width specified in
the content size. The height of the content view is a calculated value based on the leading and trailing offsets
of the drawer and the height of the parent window, and is not affected by the height specified in the content
size. In the case of a drawer on the top or bottom edge of the parent window, the height of the content view
is set according to the height specified in the content size. The width of the content view is a calculated value
based on the leading and trailing offsets for the drawer and the width of the parent window, and is not
affected by the height specified in the content size.

A drawer cannot be larger than its parent window. An attempt to set the content size of the drawer to a
value larger than the parent window is ignored and the content size is set to the maximum appropriate for
the parent window.
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The minimum size of a drawer is set using setMinContentSize:. In the case of a drawer on the left or right
edge of the parent window, the width specified in the minimum content size is the minimum width the
drawer can be resized by dragging its outside border without the drawer being caused to close. The height
specified in the minimum content size is the minimum allowed height of the drawer when the parent window
is resized. In the case of a drawer on the top or bottom edge of the parent window the height specified in
the minimum content size is the minimum height the drawer can be resized by dragging its outside border
without the drawer being caused to close. The width specified in the minimum content size is the minimum
allowed width of the drawer when the parent window is resized.

If the settings of the leading offset, trailing offset, and the minimum content size of a drawer would cause
the drawer to exceed the size of the parent window along edge, the window will automatically resize to fit
the drawer. This can lead to confusing behavior for users if the new size of the window is greater than the
currently set maximum size of the parent window.

The maximum size of the drawer content view is set using setMaxContentSize:. In the case of a drawer
on the left or right edge of the parent window, the width specified in the maximum content size is the
maximum width that the drawer can be resized by dragging its outside border. The height specified in the
maximum content size is ignored. In the case of a drawer on the top or bottom edge of the parent window,
the height specified in the maximum content size is the maximum height that the drawer can be resized by
dragging its outside border. The width specified in the maximum content size is ignored.

The DrawerMadness example demonstrates several positioning and sizing patterns for drawers.
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This table describes the changes to Drawers.

NotesDate

Changed reference to the Aqua Human Interface Guidelines from “sheets” to
“drawers”. Added html link.

2003-02-04

Added “Positioning and Sizing a Drawer” concept.2003-01-14

Revision history was added to existing topic. It will be used to record changes
to the content of the topic.

2002-11-12
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